
CAVALCADE SPECIAL EDITION 

When attending the Cavalier 28 Annual Dinner/Prize Giving at the Royal Sydney Yacht 

Squadron on Friday, 6 May, a couple of people mentioned to me that they enjoyed reading 

the Cavalcade Newsletter.  I was happy to hear that as having been the editor of the 

newsletter for the last 16 years, I must say I am finding it difficult with each new edition to 

say something interesting, newsworthy or amusing.   

During the night, it also struck me that when a couple of the crew members from the various 

boats were asked to give a brief comment on the highs and lows of the last season, a couple 

of people, myself included, made comment about the last race held on 2 April.   

This gave me an idea to do something a little different, a Cavalcade about just one race from 

a very personal perspective, a view from the nut behind the wheel, so as to speak.  I am 

confident that association members will identify with my thoughts if not on that day, but on 

another day, out there, on the race course. 

Read on ….. 

The 2015/16 Racing Season had come to its final race with BJ (Blind Justice) on top of the 

PHS table, one point ahead of Q (Quattro).  A disastrous second last race saw us destroy a 

5 point lead to come into the last race just one point ahead.  Beautiful, just what I needed, a 

little bit of pressure defending a one point lead against a faster boat.  Fabulous! 

The handicaps come out on the Friday and to win the title, out there, on the course, we have 

to either beat Q over the line or finish within about 2 minutes of her.  OK, achieveable, if we 

sail to our best, but a challenge. 

Friday night, a quiet evening at home, a light but sustaining meal, a small amount of alcohol 

(a half bottle of red – the half bottle of Riesling before doesn’t really count, low in alcohol).  

Early to bed reading myself to sleep with Paul Elvstrom Yachting Tactics. 

The morning of the race, all on board early, the ship lightened up as much as possible the 

crew told to pack light – only light beer be allowed (just kidding!! – low alcohol beer is not 

allowed on BJ). 

Weather-wise, we are sentenced to a fine, hot day with little wind.  We are directed to sail 

course Z for the only time this year (damn, I hate this course, we sail it so infrequently.  I 

never know where to put the boat unlike the more familiar courses).   Mercifully, the SASC 
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has given us a shortened course so off we go from Shark Island in a 5 to 10 knot S-SW, start 

OK but with such light breeze, it is hard to get excited.   

The game plan; simple – stick to Q and forget everyone else. 

Up we go on the first leg, concentrating like never before, constant attention to trim and crew 

weight.  About a third of the way up towards Kirribilli, we are looking pretty good, just behind 

Centaurus and ahead of Q. 

The breeze is light but holding and as we approach the Kirribilli mark, Centaurus goes 

around first, followed by Scuttlebutt then BJ.  Q not far behind. Smart crew work gets a 

spinnaker up very nicely and off we go down to the Rose Bay mark under the Convent. 

About half way down the leg, the breeze is still holding, we are in third spot with Q and Flying 

Circus not far behind.  The boats behind appear to get some new breeze and are making 

inroads into our lead however, as we approach the bottom mark, I am thinking to myself – 

“This is pretty good, nearly 2 legs completed, only 2 to go, we’re not far behind the leader 

and more importantly, ahead of Q”.  I am calm, but focused.   

We approach the Rose Bay mark and the breeze does us a favour for a change enabling us 

to scoot into second place as we round the mark with an excellent spinnaker drop, nearly 

running into the stern of Centaurus as we round (I bet the boys in Centaurus must wonder 

what they are doing wrong to have BJ nearly hitting their transom at the end of the second 

mark!) – I digress. 

We are then off to Shark Island in second place, a good breeze sees us just behind 

Centaurus as we reach the jibe mark for the run down to East Channel.  A good spinnaker 

hoist and we are off downwind again.  Centaurus is not far ahead but suddenly they put 100 

metres on us as we slow and they take off.  How do they do that?  That boat is always so 

bloody lucky.  They have been lucky for decades!  Might be something else to it. 

The breeze comes back and we are off again.  I glance back to see the other boats, now a 

couple of hundred metres behind moving through light air.  Stay calm Stephen, there is a 

long way to go but things are looking encouraging.  Stay calm, deep breath.  Looking at Q’s  

bow rather than her stern is a nice, but not often experienced sensation. 

About half way down the leg, the breeze lightens again and we are slowing.  The boats 

behind still appear to have more breeze and are gaining. (Shit, I hate this when all your good 

work is undone by boats behind you getting the new breeze.)  We Soldier on.  A couple of 

hundred metres short of the mark, the breeze lightens even more and we are wallowing.  
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Please, please breeze come in a bit will you, just a couple of knots you vicious bastard, 

that’s all we need, but no, not for you today my boy.  The wind God has more in store for 

you.  The other three boats are closing and we are now experiencing the torment of having 

seen the healthy gap separating BJ from Q, evaporate, I am now hearing their bow wave as 

we move into the mark.  Just as we enter the zone, Q gets a puff which enables her to get 

an inside overlap, damn, damn, damn!  We round the mark together but with her on the 

inside.  Shit, shit – stay calm, only one more leg to go and if you stick with her, they won’t get 

too far away, if the breeze holds.   

We are then both sailing upwind in a light westerly on the long leg back from East Channel 

to the finish at Kurraba Point.  As we approach Neilson Park, the wind drops then dies. Flip, 

Flop, keep the boat moving Stephen, concentrate.  We are now sitting in a windless pond 

with the hot April sun baking us to a crisp, more block out please.  Think, think, how can we 

get out of this? Tack – no steerage keep going on starboard.  Flying Circus and Scuttlebutt 

must have the wrong course.  They look like they are heading off to go around Shark Island.  

Will someone for pete’s sake check we’ve got the right course – we’re ok, they are off 

looking for breeze somewhere else.  Q sits a hundred metres away wallowing just as slowly 

as we are.  Forty-five minutes elapse.  I can’t stand this, God deliver me from this hell.  I 

really want to win that Cup.  We have been ahead of Q all day, now look what’s happened.  

Is there no justice for BJ?  I am getting really cooked in this sun, no wind, getting hot and 

prickly. 

The guys in the crew are hating it, we are all on edge.  This is testing everybody.  Hang in 

there, Steve.  keep concentration, keep the boat moving, keep it together. 

Further up the harbour, there seems to be a hint of some new breeze, other boats a long 

way away seem to be moving.  Soon, Q gets it, she’s beginning to glide away from us.  We 

are still wallowing.  Come on, come on, come on breeze, please get to us.  An eternity 

seems to pass as we see Q moving further away and we are still stuck as if anchored to the 

harbour floor.  This is all so unfair.  We really want that Cavalier Bowl.  But for our last race, 

we had sailed so well all year.  We don’t deserve this.  This is too cruel! 

A hint of breeze tickles my ears and I believe we are actually are now moving.  Get some 

speed up and then tack which we do a minute or two later, but the sheet hand releases the 

headsail early and the tack becomes a trainwreck.  I loose it – “What a shithouse tack you 

guys.  You’ve stopped us dead.”   
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“Ah Stephen, just steer the bloody boat will you?” comes back the retort like a Roger Federer 

return of serve – that’s what happens when you have a boat sailed by a committee! 

At least however now we are moving and we can regain some control over the situation.  Q 

is a couple of hundred metres away by now but at least we’ve now got some way up. 

By the time we pass Bradleys Head, the breeze is now coming in at 10 to 12 knots and I am 

beginning to feel we might be through the worst.  Q is ahead but if the breeze holds, we 

should be within our time margin. 

Minutes go by and we are now rollicking along with the breeze freshening slightly and we are 

making good speed with sheets slightly eased and I reckon we are probably about 150 to 

200 metres behind Q with the line probably about a kilometer away or less.  For the third or 

fourth time today, a little voice inside my head tells me we are going to do it, we are bloody 

well going to do it!  I can feel my heart beating, thump, thump. 

As we approach the finish at Kurraba, I notice Q starting to fall away about 100 metres short 

of the line.  We are closing as the breeze is still holding for us where we are, but is starting to 

ease.  Q seems to have recovered and is moving towards the line.  We keep going and then 

get hit with a huge knock and then nothing.  The Windex starts doing 360◦ turns and the next 

thing I know, we are pointing back towards Bradleys Head with no steerage.  Light wind from 

every direction.  Wind God, don’t do this to me.  We’re almost there.  Please, please come 

back for a minute or two, that’s all we need.  But no, the wind God is a cruel vicious tyrant 

determined to have some fun with this lowly earthling. 

Time ticks away, our margin is being whittled away by the second.  We are wallowing again.  

A minute becomes two minutes.  I can hardly speak with my heart being crushed by the 

weight of despair now sitting on my chest.  A gossamer of breeze returns and we are moving 

again towards the line but now it is too late.  Three minutes or more have gone by and we 

have blown it. That vortex of light wind from every direction one hundred minutes short of the 

line has robbed us of our moment of joy.  I so desperately wanted to beat Q in this race, 

surging across the line fully powered up, maximum boat speed looking good, high fives all 

around, hand shakes and back slaps as we celebrate that rare moment in life of pure joy in 

the exhilaration of success.  Instead, we limp across the line just moving, unable to say or do 

anything.  The awful dead weight of disappointment sucking the life force out of us.  The trip 

back to the marina is endless.  Even the beer tastes like aerated bile.  The voice inside my 

head is hammering at me “We sailed so hard and so well all year, we deserve better. Bloody 
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hell, we were better all day when the wind blew.  Tell me I am dreaming that it ended this 

way.” 

David Brown Skipper of Q rings me some time later to congratulate us on what he says will 

be our victory on a count back.  I am beyond consolation and in any event, all of the count 

backs we have been involved with in the past have gone against us. 

That night I sit down for dinner, have a mouth full of steak and find I can’t eat a thing, just 

wound up too tight.  It is amazing how crushing disappointment can kill your appetite. 

So, over the next day or so, I watch the SASC results on line which indicate that on a 

“provisional” basis, BJ has won.  I check every few hours to see if the final results have been 

posted but no, it still provisional.  Bloody hell, how long does it take for some official at the 

club to do the sums?  Finally, I can wait no longer, I ring the Club on the Wednesday and 

ask when will the final results be posted?  They are final I am told – the Top Yacht computer 

software makes no distinction between provisional and final.  Oh, silly me.  Sorry to bother 

you.  What has modern technology done to the English language? 

Epilogue 

BJ did win the Cavalier Bowl for 2016 after a count back with Quattro.  We both finished on 

equal points and BJ won on a count back.  In the 21 consecutive seasons of sailing with the 

Cavs, BJ has only won the Cavalier Bowl on one other occasion, 2005.  We have been 

runners up on four other occasions. 

The eventual victory was sweet but not achieved in the way I so really wanted to do, out 

there on the race course, with our crew celebrating the occasion, not an anti climatic result 

decided by officialdom in an office. 

I will be dust before I forget the alternating sensations of joy and despair going through my 

head on 2 April 2016.  What does not kill me makes me stronger. 

 

 

 

S J O’Halloran, 

 

 

13 May 2016 


